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Glewp- A new service to share and discover iOS applications
Published on 03/10/14
Glewp is a service that allows users and developers to post the apps they love or made and
share them with the world. Using a voting system and an algorithm we ensure that only the
best and most talked about apps reach the top pages. Because of the unique way in which
Glewp works, users decide if an app or game deserves to reach the top and be discovered.
The important thing is that the top pages will constantly be refreshed, ensuring that all
apps or games get a chance to be seen.
Bucharest, Romania - The true value of any mobile device is given by the applications it
has to offer, and there is no doubt that iOS has the best applications available out
there, not only that, but, most of the new and innovative applications and games appear
first on this platform. This all sounds good but a very important problem arises, the
discoverability one.
Given the fact that there are now over 1,000,000 apps on the AppStore and more appear
daily, with the AppStore top 200 being dominated by mostly the same apps, it is harder and
harder to discover great new apps or to get discovered. This is where Glewp, a service
that helps users and developers share and discover new exciting iOS applications, comes to
fix all that.
Glewp is a service that allows users and developers to post the apps they love or made and
share them with the world. Using a voting system and a carefully crafted algorithm we
ensure that only the best and most talked about apps reach the top pages. Because of the
unique way in which Glewp works, users decide if an app or game deserves to reach the top
and be discovered. One of the most important things is that the top pages will constantly
be refreshed with the help of the community, ensuring that all deserving apps or games get
a chance to be seen.
If you are a user who loves an app or game so much that you want to share it with the
world or a developer that wants his hard work to get noticed, Glewp will help you do just
that and will allow people to judge your applications on their quality and not on their
marketing budget. Glewp can be accessed through any browser having a mobile versions build
from the ground up especially for the beautiful retina screens respecting Apple's design
and quality guidelines. We want to give you the best experience possible while you search
for that one app that will make you love your device even more.
How Glewp works? After creating an account, in the sharing section you simply start typing
the name of the app you want to share and we will show you in real time all the iOS apps
that match your name. After you find your app, you click share and we do the rest for you;
we create the apps page, screenshots, icon, etc. Your app will be ready in seconds to be
discovered and voted by our glewpers, it's that easy. Only apps that are live on the App
Store can be shared on Glewp.
Glewp:
http://www.glewp.com

Glewp was founded in early 2014. Glewp was launched two months ago and is still in beta,
with the team working around the clock to continuously improve the overall user
experience, feedback is always welcomed and encouraged. All Material and Software (C)
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